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ABSTRACT
Various experimental and numerical studies of
advanced blade configurations for variable inlet
guide vanes (VIGVs) were conducted during the
past years. Nevertheless, experimental loss characterizations of VIGV blade designs vastly focused on
the primary profile losses. Secondary flow losses as
they occur in a real engine application were often
neglected.
For this reason, a new wind tunnel facility was
erected and commissioned at the Bundeswehr University Munich in order to enable extensive investigations of application-oriented annular VIGV configurations at typical low subsonic Mach numbers.
Five-hole probe field traverses are established by a
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probe traversing unit in the in- and outflow region of
the VIGV. The requirements for a further extension
of the applicable measuring techniques by optical
methods is moreover provided. Thus, not only profile losses caused by the blades, but also secondary
flow losses generated by blade-wall flow interactions and by the open blade tips can now be resolved
in detail.
I. INTRODUCTION
Integrally geared compressors with a multishaft centrifugal design are commonly used as the
supply of manifold gases in the energy intensive petrol and chemical industry as well as air separation
units, cf. Beaty et al. [1]. Two to ten centrifugal compressor stages are driven by a single common bull
gear via up to five shafts. Depending on the amount
of stages and the compressor scale, discharge pressures and maximum suction flow rates reach up to
250 bar and 150 m3/s.
Aiming for a flexible compressor operation, an
efficient partial load operation is indispensable.

Figure 1. Cross section of an integrally geared
compressor,
Generally, two options are therefore considered;
a) the variation of the pinion shaft speed
b) and the pre-swirl control in potential combination with a variable vaned diffuser, cf.
Simon et al. [2].
As the shaft speed is usually linked to the mains frequency by the powering synchronous motor, only
the pre-swirl control by a VIGV remains feasible in
most applications.
Naturally, the low loss operating range of
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Figure 2. General layout of the VIGV test facility
VIGVs and, thus, of the total integrally geared compressor is limited by the efficient flow deflection
range of the VIGV blades. In order to extend the operation limits, common blade designs were reconsidered. Stark & Böhle [3] and Mohseni et al. [4] tested
a variety of airfoil concepts with respect to an increase of the efficient deflection range. Their most
promising approach, the split vane, was further developed and evaluated by Händel et al. [5]. The mentioned measurements, however, include only 2D
profile losses. Secondary flow effects were not considered in the 2D cascade measurements; neither in
the mentioned experiments nor within further
known experimental investigations.
Due to the superimposition of profile and secondary flow losses in annular VIGVs, it has to be
expected that the predicted improvements of the efficient VIGV deflection range based on 2D cascade
measurements will not fully apply to the application
in service. In order to take the loss mechanisms induced by the three-dimensional design into account,
a new wind tunnel for annular cascades was set up
and commissioned at the facilities of the Institute of
Jet Propulsion at the Bundeswehr University Munich.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Metrological Objective
The primary goal of the VIGV wind tunnel is
the metrological analysis of the flow performance of
varied VIGV configurations at various stagger angles and operating points. The flow performance is
determined by highly resolved field measurements
in the wake of the VIGV specimen. Especially two
major parameters determine the quality of the VIGV
cascade performance: the flow deflection Δ𝛽 and the
associated total pressure loss coefficient ζ. The latter
is described as the total pressure loss 𝑝𝑡1 - 𝑝𝑡2 between the VIGV in- and outlet relative to the mean
dynamic pressure 𝑞1 at the inlet
𝜁=

𝑝𝑡1 − 𝑝𝑡2
.
𝑞1

(1)

As a distinct velocity profile is expected at the
inlet of the VIGV, 𝑞1 is based on an integral definition of the dynamic pressure across the inlet. It is
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therefore deducted by the static pressure 𝑝1 at the
VIGV inlet and the mean inlet Mach number 𝑀𝑎1 :
𝛾

𝛾−1
𝛾−1
𝑞1 = 𝑝1 ([1 +
𝑀𝑎12 ]
− 1)
2

(2)

In contrast, the total pressure loss induced by
the vane 𝑝𝑡1 − 𝑝𝑡2 is based on local measurements
in the inflow region and the wake of the VIGV.
General Wind Tunnel Design
In order to meet the objective to determine Δ𝛽
and ζ, a new test facility for the advanced testing of
VIGVs was designed. It features a closed loop wind
tunnel design with the general opportunity to adjust
the operating pressure. An outline of the general layout is found in Figure 2. The airflow of the wind
tunnel is provided by a MAN GHH Skül 408 screw
compressor with a volumetric flow rate of approximately 5.4 m3/s and a maximum pressure ratio of
3.2. A subsequent heat exchanger ensures steady
temperature levels down to at least 300K.
Subsequently, the total air flow through the
measurement section can be reduced via a bypass.
The remaining mass flow passes a variety of flow
conditioners, the feed line and, finally, the measurement section including the VIGV specimen, cf. Figure 4. Downstream the measurement section, the
mass flow rate is determined by orifice plates. The
pressure level in the measurement section can furthermore be adjusted by an integrated throttle valve.
Operating Point
According to common practice in compressor
technology, the definition of the operating point,
resp. the Mach and Reynolds number (𝑀𝑎 & 𝑅𝑒), is
related to the VIGV inflow conditions. These can be
fully specified by the VIGV inlet diameter 𝐷1 , the
static pressure at the inlet 𝑝1 , the temperature 𝑇 and
the mass flow rate 𝑚̇. Due to a distinct velocity
profile at the VIGV inlet, the integral defintion of the
operating point based on the mass flow rate 𝑚̇ is
chosen. The boundary layer of the incoming flow is
therefore taken into account.
During the wind tunnel operation at atmospheric compressor inlet conditions, application
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oriented flow conditions of up to 𝑀𝑎 = 0.125 and 𝑅𝑒
= 1.16×106 can be achieved reproducibly.

𝑀𝑎 =

4 𝑚̇
𝑅𝑇
√
2
𝜋 𝑝1 𝐷1 𝛾

𝑅𝑒𝐷 =

4 𝑚̇
𝜋 𝜇𝐷1

(3)

(4)

Control Unit
Consistent 𝑀𝑎 and 𝑅𝑒 numbers are maintained
by the control unit utilizing the three installed
valves. The bypass valve mainly controls the mass
flow rate through the measurement section, whereas
the pressure adjustment valve and the throttle valve
primarily affect the general static pressure level in
the measurement section. An increase of the pressure in the measurement section is obtained by the
throttle valve within the ranges of the compressor.
Absolute VIGV inlet pressure levels of 1.4 to 2.4 bar
are hence feasible. In order to reduce the pressure
level actively and therefore to further extend the
range of possible 𝑀𝑎 and 𝑅𝑒 numbers, an additional
vacuum pump is applicable. Alongside the already
addressed bypass, a mass flow reduction by maximum 45% can be accomplished by a decrease of the
rotational speed of the compressor.
Due to the ability to control the volumetric flow
rate as well as the static pressure in the measurement
section, an independent variation of the Mach and
Reynolds number is possible within the limits of the
available static pressure levels and the possible mass
flow rates. Furthermore, the fully automated control
of the three valves allows a reliable setting of the operating point throughout the operating time. Mach
and Reynolds number variations during the measurements can thereby be limited by ±0.2%.
Feed Line
The feed line consists of a diffusor, an excessive
straight pipe and a conical nozzle with a moderate
area ratio between outlet and inlet of 63%. In order
to avoid excessive pressure losses due to separation,
the diffusor in the feed line is designed with a constant opening angle of 12° according to Pope and
Harper [6]. The suggestion represents a compromise
between the ideal opening angle of 8° in regard to
pressure losses, cf. Truckenbrodt [7], and a reasonable diffusor length.
Besides the common approach to provide room
for flow conditioners at decelerated flow velocities,
the general design of the feed line serves the replication of the inflow velocity profile to integrally
geared compressors. Therefore, the feed line features an unhindered straight DN400 pipe segment of
the length of 19 times the pipe diameter and a subsequent, conically shaped nozzle upstream the measurement section. A geometric similarity to the setup
of the industrial application is thus maintained.

3

Applicable VIGVs

Figure 3. State of the art VIGV, MAN Energy
Solutions
For the commissioning of the wind tunnel, a
VIGV commonly used in industry was utilized, cf.
Figure 3. The VIGV configuration is provided by
MAN Energy Solutions SE and consists of eleven,
symmetric blades arranged along the circumference.
All eleven blades are turned as a group by an external linkage. Based on the requirement to ensure arbitrary stagger angles down to 𝛽𝑆 = 90°, resp. the
closing of the VIGV cross section, the blades are
shaped trapezoidal. Clearance between the case and
the outer edges of the blades is avoided by a spherically constructed duct in the VIGV, cf. Figure 4. Significant losses can thus be avoided, cf. Coppinger
and Swain [8].
Nevertheless, the VIGV test facility is not
limited to this particular VIGV. Based on the
variable design of the interfacing flange
connections, a variety of VIGVs with modifications
like varied profile concepts, twisted blade
geometries or a hub, resp. centerpiece, can be
installed and investigated by minor effort only. This
permits the comparison of different design concepts
among each other as well as the identification of a
particularly favourable configuration.

Figure 4. Layout of the measurement section
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Traverse Unit
Generally, two options to investigate the flow
characteristics of VIGVs are provided at the VIGV
test facility; windows for optical measuring procedures and the traverse unit for the application of
probe measurement technology. The latter features
the fully automated, local positioning of arbitrary,
cranked probes in high resolution within the relevant
cross sections. It is designed in order to provide
probe access both to the inflow and the outflow region of the VIGV. In total, six discrete cross sections
can thus be accessed as outlined in Figure 4. The
first two cross sections 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are located 0.71
and 0.51 times the VIGV inlet diameter 𝐷𝑖 upstream
the plane of the rotational axis of the VIGV blades.
The remaining four probe supply bores are located
at 𝑏1 to 𝑏4 0.61, 0.81, 1.01 and 1.21 times 𝐷𝑖 downstream the same reference plane.

20Nm torque motor, cf. Figure 5. This design enables an accurate positioning along the radial axis.
The uncertainties based on the clearance of the gear
or thermal expansion are considered negligible
small compared to those arising from the calibration
process. The calibration accuracy is estimated to be
lower than ±0.1mm.

Figure 6. Bearing and sealing concept of the two
rotating pipe segments
The circumferential movement is accomplished
by two rotatable pipe segments at the inflow and the
outflow of the VIGV, cf. Figure 4. Each pipe segment is guided by two thin section roller bearings.
This space-saving design enables an axial probe position as close to the VIGV as possible. In order to
avoid leakages along the thin section bearing, a sealing is inevitable. Due to the considerable large circumference of the pipe segments, the specific friction forces of the sealing, however, need to be kept
small to ensure a motion in control despite the torque
limitations of the driving unit. For this reason, PTFE
lip seals are implemented between the rotating end
plate and the subsequent, rigid flange, cf. Figure 6.
This, in combination with a 40Nm stepper motor and
a 5.5-fold gear reduction between the rigid flange
and the motor mounted on the rotating pipe segment,
permits a smooth and reliable control of the circumferential traverse. In order to minimize the backlash
of the transmission, the gear features an involute
tooth design. The final, total uncertainty of the circumferential traverse position adds up to ±0.2°. If
the traverse, however, is moved into one direction
only, the positioning uncertainty is reduced down to
at least ±0.1°.
The radial positioning of the probe, in contrast,
is carried out along a linear guide rail. Both probe
and carriage are driven by a ball screw spindle and a
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Figure 5. Radial and probe circumferential
traverse
Due to anticipated high gradients of the circumferential flow deflection, especially along the radius
downstream the blade tip region, a third stepper motor is implemented in order to automatically pivot
the probe along the shaft axis into the calibration
range, cf. Figure 5. Measurements off the calibration
range can thus be avoided.
The entire traverse unit is designed without a
dedicated decoupled feedback system consisting of
rotary and linear encoders. Instead, the advantage of
stepper motors in regard to their position accuracy is
exploit.
Pneumatic measurement
In order to measure the crucial flow parameters
Δ𝛽 and ζ, a cranked five-hole probe with a short
probe head and a 3mm head diameter was utilized
for the first wake traverse measurements on the
VIGV wind tunnel, cf. Figure 7. Generally, five-hole

Figure 7. Utilized cranked five-hole probe with
a 3mm probe head diameter
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probes allow a firm local detection of the total pressure alongside the flow velocity and its spatial components [9]. Based on the short cranked probe head,
the probe can be pulled into the radial and circumferential traverse body (Figure 5), whereby a gentle
and fast mounting is ensured. The calibration of the
probe was executed in an angular range of ±24° and
from Ma numbers of 0.05 to 0.6. The differential
pressures at the probe as well as the remaining pressure taps at the measuring section are recorded by a
Netscanner 98RK with the full range of available
pressure transducers from 10’’WC (0.36 PSI) to 15
PSI. Thus, customized pressure transducers in accordance with the wind tunnel settings can be used
for the five-hole probe measurement.
In the particular case of five-hole probes, the
coarse alignment into the flow can easily be accomplished by balancing the differential pressure between the opposite pressures taps.
Optical Access
In order to avoid limitations of the test stand to
probe measurement technologies only, the fundamental requirements for optical measurement techniques were considered during the setup of the
VIGV wind tunnel facility. Therefore, optical access
to the flow is available by 9 mm thick, curved borosilicate glass panes at the in- and outflow region of
the guide vane, cf. Figure 4. Two windows are located in the inflow region; the remaining three windows in the outflow section. Probe measurement
techniques, like five-hole probes or hot wire anemometry, can hence be complemented by optical
methods without the spatial restrictions of the probe
procedures. Particle image velocimetry (PIV), as described by Westerweel [10], for instance, supplements the probe measurements in the wake and the
secondary flow regions, whereas the pressure sensitive paint technique (PSP) provides the opportunity
to gain the pressure distribution on the entire blade
surface, cf. Liu and Sullivan [11]. Both measurement techniques are well established at the Institute
of Jet Propulsion, cf. Bitter and Niehuis [12] and Bitter et al. [13]
Flow Conditioning
Due to infrastructural reasons, the air feed towards the measurement section is realized via a 90°
bend of a T-section pipe which causes significant unsteadiness of the local total pressure level. In a
highly unsteady flow, it is particularly challenging
to measure reliable temporal mean values as the
standard deviation of a mean 𝜎̅ decreases only linearly by the quadratic increase of the samples 𝑛, resp.
the measurement time, cf. Everitt and Skrondal [14]:
𝜎̅ =

𝜎
√𝑛

the first three screens downstream the diffuser were
implemented at this stage. The unsteadiness of the
flow in the measurement section was therefore only
slightly dampened. Accordingly, significant fluctuations and outliers characterize the measurements
based on periods of 10s. Nevertheless, extended
measurement times of 60s result only in a comparable small decrease of the noise although the excessive increase of measurement time which is hardly
practicable for highly resolved wake field measurements.
In order to reduce the flow unsteadiness in the
measurement section and to obtain more precise
measurements at a justifiable recording time, the
amount of flow conditioners was considerably increased, cf. Scheiman [15]. The final configuration
of the flow conditioners features four screens and
one set of honeycombs downstream as well as two
screens and one Zanker module, cf. Laws and Ouazzane [16], upstream of the diffusor, see Figure 10.
As a result, the flow unsteadiness was reduced to an
acceptable level of 𝜎̅𝜁 ≈ 0.05%. A comparison of the
exemplary wake traverse recorded at the previous
setup with the three screens and the final configuration is depicted in Figure 9. Additional intermediate
measurements underlined the particular positive effect of the flow conditioners upstream the diffusor.
It is anticipated that diffusor instabilities were thus

(5)

This effect is illustrated by a representative
wake traverse at 𝛽𝑆 = 90° in Figure 8. In total only
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Figure 8. Influence of the measurement time
with respect to the temporal mean average (3
screens, 𝜷𝑺 = 90°)

Figure 9. Reduction of temporal fluctuations by
flow conditioners (t = 10s, 𝜷𝑺 = 90°)
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largely avoided. The positive effect of screens upstream of the diffusor in order to avoid diffusor instabilities was also demonstrated by Fadilah and
Erawan [17] and Hasselmann et al. [18].

line. For practical reasons, the simultaneous measurement of the correlating values is not feasible by
intrusive probe technology. Separate measurements
of 𝜁 up- and downstream the VIGV (𝜁 𝑖 and 𝜁 𝑜 ) are
therefore required. Provided that the 𝑝𝑡1 reference
remains the same during both measurements a correlated value 𝜁 𝑐 can be conducted as follows:
𝜁𝑐 =

Figure 10. Arrangement of the flow conditioners
Besides the homogenization and smoothening
influence, the resilience of the 25mm thick Zanker
module has to be highlighted in particular. As the unconditioned flow causes significant alternating
stresses on the initial flow conditioners, the robustness of the first flow conditioner in particular had to
be ensured in this application in order to avoid a fatigue failure of the screens.
III. INFLOW CONDITIONS AND
CORRELATION
Measurements upstream the VIGV at the axial
position 𝑎1 and the operating point 𝑀𝑎 = 0.125 &
𝑅𝑒 = 1.16×106 revealed a distinct total pressure distribution, cf. Figure 12. Whereas the circumferential
variations remain low, a pronounced profile of 𝜁 is
observed along the radius. Nevertheless, the profile
is still considerably flat compared to the shape of a
fully developed total pressure distribution in a
smooth pipe, cf. Figure 11. This is consistent due to
a certain surface roughness, the limited feed length
and the flow acceleration in the nozzle.
As the total pressure loss coefficient 𝜁 refers to
the total pressure 𝑝𝑡1 measured by a pitot probe at an
arbitrary, fixed position 1.5m upstream the cascade,
𝜁 appears as a distinct loss and gain distribution at
the inlet plane. It is self-evident that this inlet constraint, if not considered, will cause a systematic error in the loss characterization of the actual VIGV.
In order to prevent this bias error, 𝑝𝑡1 −𝑝𝑡2 is
ideally recorded simultaneously along one stream

Figure 12. Inflow conditions upstream the VIGV
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𝜁 𝑜 𝑞1𝑜 − 𝜁 𝑖 𝑞1𝑖
𝑞1𝑜

(6)

Due to the automated control system, only minor operating point variations between the two
measurements at the in- and outlet plane can be assumed, i.e. the recorded pressures at the pitot probe
𝑖
𝑜
𝑝𝑡1,𝑝𝑖𝑡
and 𝑝𝑡1,𝑝𝑖𝑡
remain approximately equal. The
total pressure drop along the VIGV can therefore be
stated as a function of independent measurements:
𝜁𝑐 ≈

𝑖
𝑜
𝑝𝑡1,𝑓ℎ𝑝
− 𝑝𝑡2,𝑓ℎ𝑝
𝑞1𝑜

(7)

In order to identify the position of the matching
𝜁 𝑖 and 𝜁 𝑜 , solely the radial displacement of the
streamlines is taken into account at this stage. The
displacement is caused by the reduction of the casing diameter along the VIGV. Based on the assumption of a constant mass flow density, the radial position can be correlated by the non-dimensional radius
𝑟̅ = 𝑟/𝑅.

Figure 11. Mean radial inflow characteristic of
the VIGV test facility versus the characteristic
of a smooth pipe according to Gersten [20]
IV. EXEMPLARY RESULTS
Although the general objective of this paper focuses on the new VIGV test facility and the accompanying data processing routine, the ability to measure highly resolved flow fields shall still be demonstrated by an exemplary measurement at a stagger
angle of 𝛽𝑆 = 70°. Due to an assumed circumferential symmetry of the flow characteristics and simple
economic reasons, a reduction of the investigated
cross section down to two of the eleven pitches was
undertaken. Nevertheless, 33 circumferential
traverses and in total 1108 single measurement
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points were recorded for the loss characterization of
this particular setup.
Without going into an in-depth analysis of the
flow field, the exemplary field at 𝛽𝑆 = 70° as depicted in Figure 13 still emphasises the full threedimensional flow effects occuring at annular VIGV
cascades. The loss characteristic as shown in Figure
13 can generally be split into four specific regions:
a) The core region of undisturbed flow
downstream the blow hole at 𝑟̅ < 0.2,
b) the region of the blade tip vortex at 𝑟̅ ≈ 0.2
caused by the free ending of the blade,
c) the region mainly dominated by primary
blade profile losses between 0.25 ≤ 𝑟̅ ≤
0.85
d) and the region dominated by wall interactions of the flow at 𝑟̅ > 0.85
This exemplary measurement already substantiates the establishment of a test facility in order to
resolve both profile and secondary losses of an actual VIGV cascade. As intended, not only the blade
losses, which were already investigated in 2D cascade measurements, cf. Händel et al. [19], but also
losses induced by wall or blade tip interactions can
be fully resolved and investigated.

highly resolved flow fields becomes feasible within
justifiable measurement times. Accordingly, an application-oriented qualification and understanding
of the overall losses of annular VIGVs is now possible. This in combination with the flexible design of
the measurement section helps to identify more progressive VIGV configurations with an increased
low-loss-working range.
In addition to the currently installed pneumatic
probe technology, the application of optical measurement techniques, like PIV and PSP, is intended
for future research activities. PIV and PSP either
supplement already available probe technology in
the wake or even extend the available measurement
range with respect to the flow mechanisms occurring
along the blade surface.
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